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Abstract—In order to confirm the theoretical knowledge it is important to perform experiments while learning the digital circuit design, which enhances the learning process. The digital design laboratories are often in short supply and introduces a number of limitations. The limitations includes smaller number of instruments and instrument stability, particularly in poor and developing countries. This paper reports the development of a mobile virtual laboratory application (VL-APP) digital design that help students to perform virtual experiments anywhere and anytime. It mainly utilizes simulation of experiments and provides a model and script for users to design experiments independently. The development utilizes Unity3D and 3ds-max for the software platform, and Android for the test installation environment. The test results demonstrates potential of the developed application.
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1 Introduction

Experiment is an essential part for theory tested not only in scientific research but also during daily study. With the rapid development of electronic technology, there appear more and more new devices or components and brand new circuits. The development of traditional electronic laboratory cannot be synchronized with the technical needs. The conventional laboratories costs quite high and the cycle period is too long. It appears that the traditional electronic laboratory construction cycle is about two to five years and costing a lot of money, which is seriously restricting experimental teaching [1]. The emergence of virtual laboratories helped to avoid the drawbacks of the traditional laboratories [1-4]. Thanks to the new developments of computer technology.

Virtual lab is an open virtual experiment teaching system based on virtual reality (VR) which is the digitization and virtualization of traditional teaching labs. At present, virtual laboratories are well developed within the fields of biological, chemical, medical and even digital electronics laboratory are developed and implemented [4-7].

In recent years, the development of portable mobile terminals represented by smart phones, tablet PCs and some wearable devices have pushed the information industry
to a new era. Compared to the PC terminal, mobile terminal is more convenient, such as smaller and portable. The application of a large number of sensors which expands the boundaries of human-computer interaction makes an increase of user interaction with the software [1-3]. Rapid development of new mobile technologies, the infrastructure of communication information and of widely-accepted e-learning systems have made it possible to introduce a new paradigm in the field of distance learning which is denoted mobile learning or m-learning [2-4]. With the further development of hardware equipment of mobile terminals, a more excellent human-computer interaction will make virtual laboratory applications on mobile terminals more widely used, and to realize the idea of "pocket lab," which introduces a new way of education.

The idea to build a mobile virtual laboratory comes from the observation of the beginners who are learning digital design course in several different forms of laboratory training in digital design. The traditional training takes place in a specially equipped laboratory where students model and implement digital circuit using breadboards and integrated circuit. The correctness of their design being verified on standard measuring instruments [3-9]. This form of laboratory training becomes increasingly ineffective and time-consuming due to both a limited quantity of equipment and a large number of students.

Aiming at the beginners, the idea of a mobile laboratory for digital design is supported by the need of virtual laboratory and the rapid growth of information and communication technology. It can carry out the phenomenon of circuit experiment demonstration and can complete the simple independent design experiment. It can greatly mobilize students to the extracurricular interest in learning and avoid the drawbacks of the limitations of the instruments.

Ruhr University in Germany built the virtual lab based on 3D vision simulation with complex teaching simulation equipment in the field of control area [7-10]. Beijing University built the virtual earth simulation laboratory for the experiment course in the field of earth [11-13]. Some other universities also built some virtual lab in mobile terminal such as Sumaya Princess University and Sagelebu University in Croatia [14-22].

Though all above have the disadvantages of simple function, specific applied field and so on. Based on current research result, we would like to design the mobile terminal APP, which is about the virtual experiments for the digital design course learning. In this field, there is no other APP and it would be very useful for all the engineering courses. The APP would more convenient and useful in and outside the class.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the requirement analysis of the APP. Section 3 presents the design methods. Section 4 presents the function test of the APP and Section 5 presents the performance test of the APP. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2  VL-APP Design Requirements Analysis

Software requirements analysis is the most critical part of the software lifecycle. Based on the requirements of virtual laboratory construction, this paper analyzes the overall framework of the virtual laboratory, analyzes the experimental requirements of the users and then analyzes the requirements of the software.

2.1  User Requirement Analysis

All the users could build circuits by using the experimental resources provided by the software which have the preview of experimental environment and instrument manual through loading the 3D model of the component (like single chip, AD chip and etc.) or the instrument (like voltmeter, oscilloscope or digital monitor and etc.) as the first personal sight. Users can view the instrument in the scene, in the virtual experimental part of the instrument they can install instruments, select a different input signal by dragging other operations and observe the output phenomenon to complete the experiment without install or download any files. Figure 1 shows the user case diagram in detail.

Considering the users, the instrument preview module needs to be concise and detailed. We need to show the preview image of each instrument and give the users the option to view. After entering the detailed instrument display interface, the user will view the instrument's full-angle form and can drag manually rotate to view the instrument in detail. The instrument description will also be provided to the user, such as function of every single chip pin and material of wires.

Fig. 1. User case diagram
Experimental operation module is the core module of digital circuit design virtual laboratory. Experimental operation and experimental phenomenon display is the core function of the whole application. In this module, users can roam in experimental environment, acquire multi-angle view of the experimental platform, through the finger drag and drop to complete the chip installation and a series of experimental operations. The advantage of the mobile terminal sensor will provide the user a sense of immersion.

The experimental observation module allows the users to observe the experimental results by the indicator’s condition to verify the simulation results. Further, the digital design virtual laboratory provides a probe instrument that allows the users to use the probe to observe the level of each chip pin, which allows users to have more intuitive learning to understand the logic statement of the entire circuit and the function of each chip.

In general, the digital circuit design virtual laboratory helps the users to understand the basic components of the various digital circuit design and their use to build a simple circuit. This help them to complete the experimental observation of the phenomenon through its two main function modules. Not only for the experimental phenomenon of simulation, it also allows users to build their own independent design of the circuit.

2.2 Performance Requirement Analysis

The performance requirements of this virtual laboratory includes the performance requirements, stability requirements and compatibility requirements of the software. The digital circuit design virtual laboratory reported in this paper is based on the mobile terminal. In terms of the performance requirements, there is strict control over the use of software storage, which is mainly reflected in the size of various types of instrument model files in order to avoid excessive rendering of hardware resources.

In terms of the stability requirements, the problem of application crashes due to the misuse of the users, so the program jump, and system resources recovery could be prevented. This requires the software framework should be simplified during the UI design and focus on the resources used in the experimental operation module. At the same time, the runtime of the unity platform in the application would also monitor the software in the background, which will take self-correction program. In terms of compatibility requirements for the existing mobile terminal market and the commonly used operating system, the installation time, start time, resource share and other important indicators of virtual laboratory should be better than the average. Then it would be suitable to apply in the real classes, otherwise, we would put more attention to optimize the codes in the APP to optimize the above parameters.

3 Development of the APP

The software framework that works for the system and the integration of the system is important during the development of our APP. The structure of the APP is
divided into four layers. These are- user interface layer, user function layer, middleware layer, and operating system layer. Among them, the middleware layer is divided into the core function layer and the basis function layer, as shown in Figure 2. Each layer is divided into modules. Every module is independent of each other and different modules are connected with each other through interfaces.

![Software module diagram](http://www.i-joe.org)

**Fig. 2.** Software module diagram

Our APP design is based on the Android operating system. The middleware function layer provides the services such as network communication, data storage and data management. The core function layer provides the required equipment model, voice control, message push, data access agent and other core services to the user function layer.

### 3.1 Model Establishment

In this project, 3dsmax software is used to build the experimental components and instruments models, which are required for digital design experiments, including decoder chips, NAND chips, breadboards, wires and so on. These instruments vary in material including plastic, rubber, metal and glass. The simulation of these materials is to make the virtual laboratory looks more real as well as provide enough sense of immersion.

3dsMax software for used for digital circuit design, virtual laboratory information collection including the size of each experimental instrument and the relative size as well as the experimental instrument material characteristics. In the process, the detailed characteristics of each experimental instrument are described in details. Figure 3 shows the model of some circuit components, such as a decoder chip and the circuit board, which are established by 3dsmax.
After the establishment of the models, we need to import them to the unity platform for the beautification of the texture map and the construction of the experimental scene, making them virtual objects that can be called and processed. Then add dynamic components and custom components to complete the virtual object between the human-computer interaction, element interaction and visual interaction, and thus build a virtual laboratory system.

3.2 Roaming and Instrument Display

Roaming system is to create a virtual information environment in the multi-dimensional information space allowing users to have a sense of immersion with the environment and the ability to interact and help to inspire ideas. By placing the FPS Controller component and compiling it. When the application is running, the users can roam in the scene. FPS Controller audio function also makes some of the sound during the experiment simulated. The experiment instrument automatically rotates and displays the label when each scene is not awakened by the mouse click or finger touch. The label display script is to make the camera elements radiate by editing the FPS Controller and add the Box Collider component to each instrument in the scene so that it can reflect the rays to determine the position coordinates of the object.

3.3 User Interface Design

Load each image button component as a thumbnail preview for each instrument and add event listener component so that they can response the trigger. Call Unity3D UGUI engine, which is similar to the C language program. Any editor for the UI interface elements need to call such UI engine. Figure 4 shows the design of the system workflow of the interface design. The key part is to write the function that response the trigger.
3.4 Simulation of experimental operation

Unity3d programming is an object-oriented operation. Therefore, for different experimental instrument models, we need to have different script components to edit the various functions they should have. Different instruments may have different scripts, they can also share the same script and finally under a unified control trigger script, the action of the instruments can complete the experiment with each other. This digital design virtual laboratory involves a number of operations including click, drag, slide, scaling, press and so on. For application on mobile terminal, we use ray collision method. For touch operation of scene scaling, we need to use the ‘Input.touches’ function in the Unity3D API. The ‘Input.touches’ structure is a touch array and each record represents the touch state of the finger on the screen. By recording the change offset of these states, the latest coordinates are assigned to the controlled object so that the scaling operation is done.

3.5 Simulation Results

The statues of indicator light “on” or “off” is the only experiment phenomenon in this experiment. To some extent, the simulation of the degree of realistic degree determines the success of the experiment or not. In essence, the experimental phenomenon is to change the surface of the bulb material components to achieve. The decisive role of the material component is the Shader. Because of the ability of the Shader, the creation of new materials become possible. The Shader is actually a small program that combines the input mesh (mesh) in a specified way with the input map or color and then outputs it. The input of the map or color plus the corresponding Shader, as well as the specific parameters of the Shader settings, the content (Shader and input parameters) packaged together to be a new material.
Figure 5 shows the basic framework of Shader program. We recompile the properties and sub-Shader set the main color, diffuse color, luminous co-efficient and other parameters.

![Shader framework diagram]

**Fig. 5.** Shader framework

### 3.6 Simulation of instrument logic function

The digital design virtual laboratory is not only for a single digital logic circuit simulation but also for the simulation of various logic devices output. Such as wire ends at the same level and the differing output of probes. That is to say, this digital design virtual laboratory provides a basis for function expansion. In the Unity3D platform, Rigid body and collider are the most commonly used physical properties of objects and are the most flexible components. In this work, we use the existence of collider instead of the level. Rigid body and collider combination can produce collision events and trigger events, which are used by the virtual laboratory experiment to complete the simulation.

When users switch to a certain input state, the input pin of the chip will produce a collider and by the collider trigger the chip output pin will produce the corresponding collider through the wire transfer and finally reach the output. When the indicator light detects the collider, the probe lights up. After the experimental phenomenon observation, users can use the light-emitting probe to check the experimental process of each point of the logic input and output. It would be guided to think about the principle design of this logic circuit.

### 4 Functional Test

After setting the software resolution and the horizontal screen mode of operation, the software could be packaged into APK files, which could be installed in the Android mobile terminal. Figure 6 shows that the software runs smoothly on mobile terminals so that all of the device models can be displayed properly.

Figure 7 shows the mobile terminal allows users to implement touch operations such as moving and scaling.

The functions tested above illustrate that the software can be successfully converted to be mobile phone application and the interaction between users and mobile terminals is better than the one between users and computers. As the core feature of digital design virtual labs, the ability to fully demonstrate the phenomenon of a digital design circuit is the focus of testing.
Fig. 6. Interface shown on mobile terminal

Fig. 7. Touch operation
4.1 Experimental demonstration function

After the circuit is built completed by choosing all the components from the components library, users can switch the different input state to observe the experimental phenomenon in this experiment. Figure 8 shows a certain output of the digital circuit. According to the full adder truth table, when the input terminals B2, B1, and B0 are selected as "1, 1, 1", all of the indicators are in right condition.

4.2 Probe detection function

In the virtual experiment scene, there are two upper and lower probes available to the users. Users can move them to any position of the board to detect the level state. Figure 9 shows both of the indicators light up when the input condition is selected as “1,0,1”.

![Fig. 8. Test of experimental demonstration function](image)

![Fig. 9. Test of probe detection function](image)
5 Performance Test Result

With the help of Baidu MTC test platform, we have a deep test of the software. In terms of compatibility, the pass rate is 90.9%, which is better than most similar kinds of software. Table 1 shows the details of the compatibility test, the result comes out to be in the upper standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Dead start</th>
<th>Crash</th>
<th>UI fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terminal types</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>90.9%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users influenced</td>
<td>290k</td>
<td>260k</td>
<td>20k</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show that the usage of CPU and storage ram of the virtual laboratory by different kinds of mobile terminal. It shows for 21 different kinds mobile terminals. There would all cost lower than 40% of CPU and about half cost lower than 25%. It shows that our APP would have a smooth experience during using. All of the mobile terminals would cost no more than 200 MB. It would be perfect to use our APP as most terminals would have at least 2GB ram in it. Since the software is packed with a guide video and several device models, it is reasonable for it to occupy more storage. As our APP progress, I think it would be still have a good performance in the future.

![CPU Occupation](http://www.i-joe.org)
6 Conclusions

This paper designed the digital laboratory VL-APP demonstration software on the mobile terminal based on the actual project requirements. Through the background information query application research, we are introduced the development of mobile terminal virtual laboratory. Taking the functional requirements, user needs and performance requirements of the software and software architecture into account, we select the right development plan to carry out.

According to the requirement analysis, we completed the modeling work and interactive design to set up a virtual experimental scene. By code compilation, we give the instrument complete logic function which allows the software not only complete the experimental phenomenon demonstration function but also provide the basis for independent design experimental function expansion.

After the construction of the software, we have the virtual laboratory functions tested on Android mobile terminals. With the help of MTC test platform, the compatibility and performance of the software are shown in detail, which turn out to be in the upper level. In the future work, the virtual laboratory will expand the function of demonstration of other circuits, offer users’ authority to design the circuit in order to verify their thoughts.
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